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President Martin Luther King sentPresident Martin Luther King sent
various letters in attempt to raise fundsvarious letters in attempt to raise funds

for the SCLC to continue their non-violentfor the SCLC to continue their non-violent
efforts towards equality.efforts towards equality.

In this specific document, this letterIn this specific document, this letter
was mailed to Senator Richard B.was mailed to Senator Richard B.

Russell in June of 1966.Russell in June of 1966.

King’s persuasive language in his lettersKing’s persuasive language in his letters
played a key role in gaining support for theplayed a key role in gaining support for the



SCLCSCLC

“I know that people of goo“I know that people of good will, Negro andd will, Negro and
white, will want to be part of this noblewhite, will want to be part of this noble

effort and ask that you act today when theeffort and ask that you act today when the
need is overpowering”need is overpowering”

“We urgently need funds to carry on our nonviolent“We urgently need funds to carry on our nonviolent
resistance”resistance”

Despite Senator Russell’s lack of involvement towards
civil equality, MLK still wrote to him, addressing

Russell as a “friend”.

King makes sure to address both “Negro and
white” when closing his letter. He uses a form of
“guilt-tripping” when he states that he knows
people of good will will want to be involved.

MLK’s friendly tone is also appealing to readers.
 





MLK included brochures in his letters stating where donated money
would be allocated, specifically highlighting his NON-VIOLENT efforts.

He made sure to use personal language, including “your” to make
readers feel as if he was addressing them directly.

On the back of the brochure, King made sure toOn the back of the brochure, King made sure to
include a short note hoping that if duplicateinclude a short note hoping that if duplicate

copies occur, people will share it with others tocopies occur, people will share it with others to
continuing spreading the word about the SCLCcontinuing spreading the word about the SCLC
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Through extensive fundraising efforts, the SCLC gained member and monetaryThrough extensive fundraising efforts, the SCLC gained member and monetary
support in order to continue support in order to continue Meredith’s March Against FearMeredith’s March Against Fear in 1966. It’s in 1966. It’s
purpose was to raise awareness for inequalities in Southern Mississippipurpose was to raise awareness for inequalities in Southern Mississippi

regarding voting and discriminationregarding voting and discrimination

Ultimately, Martin Luther King’s persuasive language and friendly tone
used in his letters were paramount in accumulating donations and

support in favor of the success of the SCLC in 1966.
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